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The U.S. and Europe in recent years have treated the Russian Federation as a significant military threat. With the collapse of Russia’s northern front
in Ukraine, Moscow, with the exception of ...
Europe Can Learn From Ukraine
As the largest leading organization fighting for social justice, Social Platform’s civil society members represent Europe in all its diversity, and
they’re reporting the bloc’s citizens are being hit ...
Give people what they want: A just and inclusive Europe
Europe is trying to conserve energy in an effort to manage the crisis caused by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. For many places, that means turning off
the lights. Several regions of Germany, one of the ...
To save energy, Europe turns off the lights
Got a confidential news tip? We want to hear from you. Sign up for free newsletters and get more CNBC delivered to your inbox Get this delivered to your
inbox, and more info about our products and ...
Europe Economy
The summer of 2022 was the hottest in Europe's recorded history, with the continent suffering blistering heatwaves and the worst drought in centuries,
the European Commission's satellite monitor ...
2022 Europe's hottest summer on record: EU monitor
2. Margin Calls Becoming the Bogeyman of Europe - The pains of European trading companies have started to come to the surface with the past couple of
days seeing a string of additional credit ...
Power Shortages Loom Over Europe
Europe’s summer of drought has been impossible to ignore. Rivers dried up, exposing the skeletons of warships and ancient buildings. Images captured by
satellite show swathes of the continent ...
Europe’s Drought Might Force Acceptance of Gene-Edited Crops
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This and other statements suggest that Europe is refusing to buy. If the Europeans were willing to buy, would the Russians be willing to sell? At the
beginning of the crisis, when the West was ...
Europe’s Energy Disaster
This is the weather forecast for Europe. The amount of water vapour in the atmosphere plays a crucial part in how easily our bodies can cool down.
Heatwaves and drought drove record heat across ...
Europe weather forecast
The energy crunch in Europe escalated into a full-blown crisis this past week after Vladimir Putin cut off the pipeline that supplies a third of the
natural gas that Russia sends to Europe.
How Europe’s Energy Crisis Could Play Out
Europe has been plagued for months by extreme heat, drought and wildfires, with many cities experiencing unprecedented temperatures and conditions. A
new report from Copernicus, Europe's climate ...
This year's blistering summer in Europe was the hottest on record
Russia has retaliated with a de facto embargo on exports of natural gas to Europe. This shows how Vladimir Putin actually thinks the war is going. After
all, this will have huge long-run costs ...
Wartime Economics Comes to Europe
Climate change, environmental and animal welfare policies, aging farmers: Europe's agriculture is facing enormous challenges, which vary diametrically
depending on the region. Where will farming ...
Examining the trends Europe's agriculture will have to cope with
At the same time, legal questions have been referred to Europe’s top court related to a number of other appeals grounds — which means a hard ruling will
be coming down the pipe for a flagship ...
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